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Abstract: The paper presents numerical modelling and an operational experiment to forge a slab
ingot P40N from 55NiCrMoV7 tool steel and the procedure for the optimization of its production.
The aim of the numerical simulation of forging was to verify the existing procedure of forging a plate
from a conventional polygonal 8K forging ingot and a slab ingot with a polygonal shape of P40N
surfaces. The effect of the shape of the ingot on the achievement of the required forging reduction
and strain after the cross section of the forging of the plate, with final dimensions of approximately
1010 mm width × 310 mm thickness × 5350 mm length, was studied. The results obtained in the
operational experiment showed satisfactory qualitative parameters of the steel forging from the slab
P40N ingot which were in accordance with the predicted results of numerical simulations. The results
indicated that in selected cases the use of a slab P40N ingot instead of the conventional polygonal 8K
forging ingot can be considered in the production of certain plate-type forgings.

Keywords: 55NiCrMoV7 tool steel; slab ingot; polygonal ingot; numerical simulation of forging;
experimental procedure; chemical and structural analysis

1. Introduction

The competitive environment is leading ingot steelworks to expand production of
forgings with higher added value, which definitively include tool steel forgings. For
forgings from approximately 15 to approximately 60 tons it is essential to use quality ingots
weighing from 20 to 100 tons and to observe the required chemical composition in view
of the very strict requirements for the content of oxygen, sulphur and other elements. In
particular, in the case of large forgings, homogeneity and isotropy of properties is required,
i.e., the minimum extent of segregations and very low content of non-metallic inclusions.
Octagonal polygonal ingots are most often used for forgings. In the case of tool steels,
the ingots with a larger chamfer of the ingot wall with a relatively low ratio of the height
of the ingot to its mean diameter (H/D) have recently been preferred [1–4]. These ingot
parameters ensure better conditions for charging of molten steel from the hot top to the
ingot body during solidification. The result is very small centerline porosity of the ingot.
However, the larger diameter of ingots causes a greater central macrosegregation, and thus
possible non-homogeneity of mechanical properties of the forged product [5–8].

In the case of certain types of forging (in particular plates) these macrosegregations
can be limited by the use of a slab ingot, which is characterised by the A/B aspect ratio.
It is expected that due to the relatively small width of the slab ingot, and thus its faster
solidification in comparison to a polygonal ingot of the same mass, the occurrence of
macrosegregations in the slab ingot will be smaller than in the polygonal ingot.

Large and heavy forgings are produced by complex open die forging processes on
hydraulic presses. In the open die forging process the workpiece is processed using flat or
shaped dies. The workpiece undergoes plastic deformation at high temperature when it is
pressed by a multiple strokes along the feed direction or pressed between swaging dies. In
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this way the piece changes both its geometry and internal properties [9]. The quality of the
open die forging process depends on parameters such as shape and width of the die, die
stagger, die overlap, shape and dimensions of the ingot, temperature gradient etc. [10].

The production of high-quality forgings from tool steel requires knowledge and
experience than can be gained only through research and development. However, with
regard to the price of the material and weight of the forgings, research is very expensive.
However, it is desirable to verify the theoretical aforementioned assumptions for the
behaviour of steel during casting, solidification and subsequent hot forming and quality
heat treatment, either by using the currently widespread numerical modelling processes
in available commercial software [11–15] or, better still, by actual operational experiment.
Both approaches were used in the case of optimising the production of a heavy forging
slab ingot weighing approximately 40 t manufactured from the very frequently requested
55NiCrMoV7 tool steel. This steel grade is used for a different special dies and moulds,
forging tools, tools for hot pressing and forging of steels and other materials, mandrels etc.
The key properties of the 55NiCrMoV7 steel are uniform hardness over sections also at
great dimensions and excellent resistance under impact loading.

Numerical modelling of casting and solidification of slab ingots realized by the finite
element method (FEM) in ProCAST software and prediction of porosity, macrosegregations
and hot tears with simultaneous modifications of slab mould (including base plate and hot
top design) was presented in [16–18]. The behaviour of volume defects of the type porosity,
macrosegregation and stress states was evaluated in a volume of approximately 40 tons
of slab ingot of original shape (P40), in the volume of a newly designed slab ingot with
polygonal surface (P40N) and conventional polygonal forging ingot with 8 edges (8K) along
ingot cross section, also weighing around 40 tons [19,20]. From the numerical research of
casting, it was found that the range of macrosegregation in slab ingots was lower than
in the case of conventional polygonal heavy forging ingots of the same weight that were
produced from the same steel grade. On the other hand, in the central axis of the ingot body
of the original slab ingot, a large volume of microporosity was predicted in comparison
with the conventional polygonal ingot. Nevertheless, the huge minimization of the porosity
was achieved by the new design of the shape of the slab ingot. This microporosity can
be eliminated by the subsequent forging. Investigations into the methods of inducing the
closing up of metallurgical defects in cross section of large forgings made from structural or
low- and high-alloyed steels by numerical modelling are presented in works, e.g., [21–26].

The main goal of the paper is to present numerical modelling and an operational
experiment for forging a P40N slab ingot from 55NiCrMoV7 tool steel and the procedure
of the optimization of their production. The aim of the numerical simulation of forging
was to verify the existing procedure of forging a plate from a conventional polygonal 8K
forging ingot and a slab ingot with a polygonal shape of P40N surfaces.

The research and development in this field of expertise was motivated by the effort
to increase the competitiveness of industry partner in the market with high quality heavy
forgings from tool steels. The 55NiCrMoV7 steel and size of ingots was examined on the
basis of the requirements of an industry partner.

2. Numerical and Experimental Analysis

Numerical modelling of forging of a newly designed slab ingot with a polygonal shape
of surfaces (P40N, Figure 1a) and a conventional octagonal forging ingot (8K, Figure 1b),
both weighing about 40 t, was performed by the FEM in Simufact Forming software (v15,
Simufact Engineering, GmbH, Hamburg, Germany). Based on the numerical simulation
results of casting, solidification and forging, experimental verification was carried out.
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Figure 1. Experimental ingots. (a) Conventional polygonal ingot 8K with 4.9 t weighing of the hot top and 26.2 t weighing of
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2.1. Numerical Model Setting of Forging

Currently, two processes are used for the production of large forgings of plate-type
with different dimensions, namely forging with or without upsetting. This is based on a
conventional forging ingot.

The production process for forgings consists of a large number of different operations
conducted over a long time at various temperatures. During the forging of plates the
procedure is based on the required dimensions of width × thickness × length, on the
basis of which the allowance for forging is designated, and according to the required
consumption mass and forging reduction an appropriate ingot is selected.

If on the basis of forging dimensions it is possible to use the given ingot without
upsetting, i.e., the forging dimensions can be attained directly from the ingot and the
required forging reduction is also attained, the sequence of forging operations is as follows:

• Forging of tong hold.
• Forging of ingot body into billet of square or rectangular cross section.
• Forging of billet to final dimensions, cutting ends of forging by flame or chisel.

If on the basis of forging dimensions it is necessary to upset the ingot, i.e., the dimen-
sions cannot be attained directly from the ingot and the required forging reduction, is not
attained, forging is performed as follows:

• Forging of tong hold.
• Upsetting of ingot, forging of ingot body into billet of square or rectangular cross

section so that the conversion of cross section corresponds to approximately the mean
diameter of the ingot according to the required dimensions, but the aspect ratio must
not be greater than 2.5.

• Upsetting of billet to approximately 1
2 height and forging into square or rectangular

cross section with height and width approximately 150–200 mm greater than the
required final forging dimensions.

• Forging of required dimensions, cutting ends of the forging by flame or chisel.

The goal of numerical modelling of forging was at first to discover whether during
the forging of the P40N slab ingot the polygonal surface will be forged into a parallel shape
without incidence of non-forged surfaces which could be the source of potential problems
(folds etc.) during further processing.

There followed a numerical simulation of the real process of forging a plate from
a P40N slab ingot (forging without upsetting) and conventional 8K polygonal forging
ingot forging with upsetting. In particular, the influence of the shape of the ingot on
attainment of the required forging reduction was monitored, as was the strain along
the cross section of the forging of the plate type with final dimensions of approximately
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1010 mm width × 310 mm thickness × 5350 mm length. For the numerical calculations
it was necessary to perform a certain simplification for a conventional polygonal forging
ingot 8K. A parallel body of ingot with eight-sided shape octagon and with mean diameter
like the size of the octagon was considered, the bottom of ingot was ignored, and the head
was shaped into a tong hold. Based on our own experience with similar calculations it is
possible to state that these alterations have no impact on the attained level of strain in the
axes of the final forging.

Upper forging temperature used for numerical simulations was 1100 ◦C with subse-
quent slow free cooling during forging.

The thermodynamic properties of the 55NiCrMoV7 tool steel used for numerical
simulation of forging were generated by the CompuTherm thermodynamical database and
are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Thermo-dynamic properties of the 55NiCrMoV7 steel depending on temperature.

Temperature
T (◦C)

Specific Heat Capacity
c (kJ.kg−1.K−1)

Density
ρ (kg.m−3)

Thermal Conductivity
λ (W.m−1.K−1)

900 628.8 7492 24.8
1000 639.4 7434 26.0
1100 650.2 7385 27.3

The thermal expansion of the material was not considered, the emissivity ε was set as
constant with the value 0.85.

The mechanical model of the 55NiCrMoV7 steel under hot conditions was described
according to Hansel–Spittel [27–30] in a simplified form (see Equation (1)), where σ is a
flow stress (MPa); e is the natural constant; T is the deformation temperature (◦C); ε is the
true strain (-);

.
ε is the strain rate (s−1); A; m1–m4 are the material constants (see Table 2). The

dependence of flow stress of the 55NiCrMoV7 material model on effective plastic strain at
temperatures 800 ◦C, 1000 ◦C, 1200 ◦C, at constant strain rate

.
ε = 1 is shown in Figure 2.

σ = Aem1Tεm2
.
ε

m3 e
m4
ε (1)

Table 2. Material constants of the 55NiCrMoV7 steel in the Hansel–Spittel model (parameter values
were obtained from the approximation of Equation (1).

A m1 m2 m3 m4

1524.9805 −0.00257 −0.19406 0.14462 −0.07172

The heat transfer coefficient between dies and ingot was α = 2.104 W·m−2·K−1, friction
was defined by the “Coulomb-Tresca” law with the Tresca friction factor m = 0.3 and
Coulomb friction coefficient µ = 0.15 [31,32].

The ambient temperature was 25 ◦C, with the heat transfer coefficient between the
formed ingot and ambient air α = 10 W ·m−2·K−1.

The forging procedure of a polygonal ingot 8K and a slab ingot P40N is given in Table 3.
Flat dies were used, for final forging 600 mm of width. Swaging dies were used for upsetting
the ingot/billet.
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Table 3. The forging procedure of an 8K polygonal ingot and a P40N slab ingot.

Polygonal 8K Ingot Slab Ingot P40N

The first operation

Heating to upper forging temperature of 1100 ◦C Heating to upper forging temperature of 1100 ◦C
Forging of tong hold, flatten the bottom of ingot Forging of tong hold, flatten the bottom of ingot

Forging on an octagon, equivalent diameter of 1200 mm Forging to 1300 mm of width × 600 mm of
thickness × 4460 mm of length (eq. diameter of 998 mm)

The second operation

Heating to 1100 ◦C Heating to 1100 ◦C
Upsetting to a diameter of 2200 mm Target on maximum sharpness of the edges

Forging in the first axis of cross section of an upsetted ingot to a
diameter of 1250 mm

Forging to final dimensions 1010 mm of width × 310 mm of
thickness × length with a use of flat dies of 600 mm width. Cut

only from “head-end” of the billet.

Forging to a diameter of 1600 mm × 1050 mm (eq. diameter of
1465 mm)

The third operation

Heating to 1100 ◦C
Upsetting to a height of 1400 mm

Straighten the “bottom-end” of the billet
Forging to 1300 mm of width × 600 mm of thickness (eq.

diameter of 998 mm)

The fourth operation

Heating to 1100 ◦C
Forging to final dimensions 1010 mm of width × 310 mm of

thickness × length with a use of flat dies of 600 mm width. Cut
only from “head-end” of the billet.

2.2. Experimental Procedure

A trial melt of the 55NiCrMoV7 was manufactured at a steel plant and one newly
designed P40N slab ingot was casted. The aim of the experiment was to verify the improve-
ment of the internal quality of plate-type forgings.

The production of steel was conducted by oxidative melting technology using the
technological residue in electric arc furnace and subsequently processed on secondary
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metallurgy aggregates. The chemical composition of the steel after vacuum degassing is in
Table 4.

Table 4. Chemical composition of experimentally produced 55NiCrMoV7 tool steel/wt.%.

C Mn Si P S Cu Ni Cr Mo Al V

0.57 0.69 0.22 0.010 0.001 0.11 1.60 1.05 0.450 0.013 0.071

In order to prevent reoxidation of the steel by atmospheric oxygen, the casting stream
was protected with argon. The casting process was standard. The ingot head was treated
with exothermic and insulating powder. The solidified ingot (in 9 h) was stripped and
head shrinkage cavity and surface of ingot’s body were visually checked.

Forging of an experimental P40N slab ingot was carried out on a 120 MN hydraulic press.
Forged plates were control cooled and subsequently quenched and tempered by

regime 850 ◦C/11 h/oil + 550 ◦C/17 h/air + 520 ◦C/17 h/air.
Ultrasonic testing was performed on the machined surface of forging according to

Specification and Level SEP 1921/1984-2/D/d with a DIO 1000PA defectoscope manufac-
tured by STARMANS electronics, s.r.o., Prague, Czech Republic.

The control chemical analysis of forging samples was verified by optical emission
spectrometry on a stationary SPECTROMAX analyser supplied by SPECTRO Analytical
Instruments, GmbH, Kleve, Germany, ad, in the case of oxygen, carbon and sulphur deter-
mination by elemental analysis on a stationary combustion element analyser Eltra ONH
2000, or Eltra CS2000 made by the company ELTRA, GmbH, Haan, Germany. The phospho-
rus content was determined by GDOES “Bulk” analysis using a GDA750A spectrometer,
SPECTRUMA Analytik, GmbH, Hof, Germany.

The macrostructure of the samples was studied after etching with 10 % nitric acid.
The content of non-metallic inclusions was determined according to the ASTM E45,

method A. The size of the original austenitic grain was determined after heat treatment and
etching with an etchant called ALKILO I (saturated solution of picric acid + hydrochloric
acid + detergent) according to ASTM E 112, using the comparative method.

Structural analyses were performed after etching samples by 4% nitric acid. IX 70 and
GX 51 light microscopes manufactured by the company OLYMPUS Co., Tokyo, Japan was
used for microscopic observations.

3. Results
3.1. Results of Forging Simulation of P40N Slab Ingot

Figure 3 shows forging of the surfaces of a P40N slab ingot, where in the first phase a
polygon is forged, i.e., the sides are shaped by reduction of approximately 300 mm to the
dimensions 1550 mm width × 900 mm thickness.

Figure 4 presents the “effective plastic strain” following forging of a P40N slab ingot
by drawing into a forging of 1010 mm width × 310 mm thickness × 5350 mm length
before cutting the ends. On the end of the forging which correspond with bottom of the
original P40N ingot, the effective plastic strain does not exceed the values of 2 in length
of approximately 350 mm. The strain is uneven over the cross section and falls from the
axis towards the surface. The value of the maximum effective plastic strain is 4.53, but only
on the surface and locally in a few places. On the surface there are also places where the
effective plastic strain does not reach the value 2.
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3.2. Results of Forging of Conventional 8K Polygonal Ingot

The forged tong hold and a parallel octagon body of the original 8K polygonal ingot
is documented in Figure 5a. Figure 5b shows the upsetting of a conventional 8K polygonal
ingot. The cross section clearly shows the uneven course of effective plastic strain typical
for upsetting. The result of uneven deformation is the creation of additional tensile stresses
on the side surface of the upset body, undesirable shape change of the side walls of the
forging in the form of a barrel shape, difficult through-forming certain areas of the forging,
and non-uniformity of the resulting structure and the mechanical properties. This was
followed by forging into a billet of the type rectangle cross section forging (Figure 5c) and
further upsetting (Figure 5d). Figure 5e shows the initial state after the second upsetting,
where the billet is only drawn to its final required dimensions. The overall effective plastic
strain is uneven, and the lowest values are in both ends of the forging. The strain is evened
out by further forging into the required dimensions, and a value of 5 and more for effective
plastic strain is achieved for attainment of the final dimensions over the entire volume, see
Figure 5f.
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The goal of numerical forging simulations was to evaluate the existing procedure
for forging a plate from a conventional polygonal ingot 8K and P40N slab ingot. The
calculations were time consuming because they had to simulate each reduction and each
operation up until the final dimensions.

Based on the performed simulations it is evident that forging from a new P40N slab
ingot has no impact on the final quality of the surface from the aspect of the polygonal
shape of surfaces. Over the course of forging they will be evened out, and surfaces of the
forging will be straight.

But the course of effective plastic strain is incomparable for both procedures—forging
from conventional 8K and P40N slab ingot. Although in the case of a P40N slab ingot the
forging reduction is 5.65, which is sufficient according to theoretical findings, effective
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plastic strain is highly uneven and the overall volume does not reach the designated limit
value of 2. Forging consists only of drawing to the required dimensions.

For a conventional 8K polygonal ingot the effective plastic strain is more even and
greater than 2 over the entire volume. But the ingot is upset twice, and the forging reduction
is significantly higher, this being 11.12. This is double the value compared with a slab ingot
without upsetting.

The process of forging from a conventional 8K polygonal ingot to the given dimensions
gives sufficiently compliant results. Forging from a P40N slab ingot is faster and more
economical, but the overall strain is highly uneven and does reach the required value of
overall plastic strain, even though the forging reduction is sufficient. The absence of the
upsetting before drawing is the reason for this. The purpose of upsetting is especially
to increase the forging reduction, to reduce the anisotropy of mechanical properties, to
achieve the radial grain.

It was confirmed that the required dimensions can be attained in several ways under
different conditions. However, the results of simulation analyses indicate that it is necessary
to correctly select which dimensions of forging can be forged from a P40N slab ingot and
which can be forged from a conventional polygonal ingot 8K. It is important for the
forging reduction to be sufficient over the entire volume of the forging, for there not to be
detected unacceptable ultrasonic indications in the forging, and for the required mechanical
properties to be attained.

3.3. Results—Metallographic Analysis of Plate of the 55NiCrMoV7 Steel

The surface quality of the P40N ingot was very good, without significant surface
defects such as folds, cold shuts etc. The quality of the ingot head was also very good; the
head shrinkage cavity did not even reach one third of the head height, and the shape of
the shrinkage was even over the entire length of the head, without pronounced shrinkage
cavity. Figure 6a. shows the head of the ingot P40N without hot top. The handling of the
ingot after it was stripped is documented in Figure 6b.
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A plate having dimensions of approximately 1010 mm width× 310 mm depth× 5350 mm
length was forged from a P40N ingot on a forging press in two forging operations (forging
of tong hold and forging of ingot head into rectangular cross section, forging to required
dimensions, see Figure 7a and cutting of ends), and this plate was then divided into two
shorter plates, see Figure 7b.
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Figure 7. (a) Drawing operation in the forging of the plate from the P40N slab ingot; (b) forged plates from P40N slab ingot.

Non-destructive ultrasonic examination showed compliant results for both plates, no
inadmissible indications were detected. Two samples (each with dimensions of approxi-
mately 200 mm × 80 mm × 30 mm), were taken from one plate from the centre (from axis
area, marked 1) and from its edge (marked 2) for carrying out a control chemical analysis,
metalographic examination in cross section and measurement of hardness.

The control chemical analysis of both samples corresponded well with the chemical
composition of the melt, see Table 3.

The macrostructure of both samples was fine grained, without the presence of cracks
or other imperfections, see Figures 8 and 9. Central segregation was more emphasised in
the macrostructure of sample 1 (Figure 8).

During the evaluation of micro-cleanness, the presence of a small amount of non-
metallic inclusions was detected. These were most often point oxidic inclusions. In
sample 1 an excessive number of type D inclusions larger than 12 µm were detected. Very
occasionally we also observed elongated sulfidic non-metallic inclusions due to the forming
process. Figures 10 and 11 present typical examples of the inclusions found.
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The microstructure of the steel in the centre of the plate consisted of tempered marten-
site with indistinct segregation bands, see Figure 12. The original grain size of austenite in
segregations was G = 12 (13), and outside the segregation band G = 11 (10).
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segregation; (c) Detail of tempered martensite in segregation band.

Microstructure at the edge of the plate was fine grained, tempered martensite, and is
presented in Figure 13. The original grain size of austentite was very fine and corresponded
to G = 12. No segregation bands were detected.

The determined Rockwell hardness values at the centre and edge of the plate were
44 ± 1.17 HRC and 44.5 ± 0.8 HRC respectively, which is in accordance to values usual for
the given steel grade and structure following the aforementioned quality heat treatment.
Measurement of hardness was performed 10 times on the cross section of sample 1 and also
on sample 2, always evenly in the length of approximately 200 mm. Due to fine grained
microstructure, significant differences in hardness values were not found.

The operational experiment showed satisfactory qualitative parameter results of the
forging made from 55NiCrMoV7 tool steel. It also confirmed results obtained from the
numerical simulations of casting and forging. A newly designed P40N slab ingot was
successfully verified for the 55NiCrMoV7 tool steel grade.
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4. Conclusions

The paper presented the results of numerical modelling and an operational experiment
of forging of a newly designed P40N slab ingot, weighing about 40 t, from the 55NiCrMoV7
tool steel. By numerical simulations the effect of forging conditions on the final steel
plate-forging properties with dimensions of approximately 1010 mm width × 310 mm
thickness × 5350 mm length was studied. The results obtained were compared with the
numerical simulation results of a conventional 8K polygonal forging ingot of similar weight.
The most important numerical simulation findings can be summarized as follows:

• Forging from a P40N slab ingot has no impact on the resultant quality of the surface
from the aspect of the polygonal shape of surfaces.

• The forging reduction of the P40N slab ingot was sufficient, but effective plastic strain
was highly uneven and did not reach the limit value 2 over the entire volume of the
forging. This fact is demonstrated by the absence of an upsetting operation in contrast
to the 8K ingot which was upsetted twice.

• For a conventional 8K polygonal ingot the effective plastic strain was more even and
greater than 2. The forging reduction of an 8K ingot was approximately double that of
a P40N ingot.

• The forging of a plate from a P40N slab ingot is faster and more economical.
• Based on previous numerical research of casting of the 55NiCrMoV7 steel, it was

found that the range of macrosegregation in the P40N slab ingot was lower than in
the 8K polygonal ingot.

• In the central axis of the ingot body of the slab ingot, a large volume of microporosity
was predicted in comparison with the polygonal ingot 8K. This microporosity can be
eliminated by forging.

The results obtained in the operational experiment showed satisfactory qualitative
parameters of the forging made from 55NiCrMoV7 tool steel which were in accordance
with the predicted results of numerical simulations. The overall results indicated that in
selected cases the use of a P40N slab ingot instead of the conventional 8K polygonal forging
ingot can be considered in the production of certain plate-type forgings.

The solution to the problem presented in this paper has not yet been openly published
by any other authors. Therefore, the results obtained are novel and can be useful for
other researchers.

Within future research, other tool steel slab ingots should be cast and their properties
evaluated in order to verify of the correct solution from the viewpoint of the newly designed
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P40N slab mould. Verification of a new mould design is also expected for other requested
tool steels such as X37CrMoV5-1 and 40CrMnNiMo8-6-4.
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